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Vernier acuityWhen monocular Vernier targets are presented with binocular disparate elements, an increase in vertical
separation elevates alignment thresholds and also shifts its perceived visual direction towards the visual
direction of the binocular disparate surround. This observation has been termed binocular capture. There
is increasing evidence that this shift in the visual direction of the monocular target may be related to the
type of position encoding mechanism involved in processing the relative position signal. This study inves-
tigated the interaction between capture magnitude and vertical separation for stimulus conditions that
favored the recruitment of linear or non-linear position encoding mechanisms. Relative alignment
thresholds and bias were measured for a pair of vertically separated (80 , 300 , 600 , 1200) monocular Gabor
gratings (1, 2, 4 and 8 cpd). Grating stimuli were constructed to constrain relative alignment judgments
to the carrier grating (CO) or to the envelope (EO). Relative alignment thresholds and bias were also mea-
sured for a pair of vertically separated monocular Gabor gratings comprising a 1 cpd vertical square wave
grating (SQ) or a 1 cpd missing fundamental grating (MF). Capture magnitudes were signiﬁcantly larger
across vertical separation and varied proportionally with relative alignment threshold for the EO and MF
conditions. This was not evident with the CO and SQ conditions. The stark difference in capture magni-
tudes between the stimuli conditions suggest that the increase in capture magnitude observed with
increasing vertical separation is intimately related to the transition from a ‘‘capture-immune’’ ﬁrst-order
spatial ﬁlter mechanism to a ‘‘capture-vulnerable’’ non-linear/feature-based position encoding
mechanism.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
During natural binocular viewing, certain viewing conditions
can create a situation in which a target is visible to one eye while
surrounding targets are viewed binocularly. Such viewing situa-
tions often arise near occluding surfaces. Under such conditions
it was assumed that the perceived visual direction of the monocu-
lar target follows the predictions of the Wells–Herings laws of
visual direction (Hering, 1879; Howard, 2002), i.e. the oculocentric
direction of a monocular target transfers unaltered to the cyclo-
pean eye, and its perceived visual direction will be independent
of the perceived visual direction of surrounding binocular targets.
However, there have been several reports that this is not the case
(Erkelens, Muijs, & Van Ee, 1996; Hariharan-Vilupuru & Bedell,
2009; Raghunandan, Anderson, & Saladin, 2009; Shimono et al.,
1998, 2005; Shimono & Wade, 2002; Raghunandan, 2011; Van
Ee, Banks, & Backus, 1999; Van Ee & Erkelens, 2000). It has been
shown that monocular target localization errors (relative toHering, 1879 prediction) occur when their locations are close to
binocular contours, and the magnitude of the mislocalization error
depends on the proximity of the monocular target to the binocular
contour (Erkelens & Van Ee, 1997a; Shimono et al., 2005; Van Ee,
Banks, & Backus, 1999).
The magnitude and direction of the localization error of the
monocular target also varied systematically with the magnitude
and sign of the relative disparity of the binocular surround
(Hariharan-Vilupuru & Bedell, 2009; Shimono & Wade, 2002;
Shimono et al., 2005). This observation has been termed binocular
capture (Erkelens & Van Ee, 1997a, 1997b), because it seems as
though the visual direction of the monocular target is ‘‘captured’’
by the cyclopean visual direction of immediately surrounding dis-
parate targets. It has also been reported that the magnitude of the
localization error (or capture) increases if the vertical separation
between the monocular targets increases (Hariharan-Vilupuru &
Bedell, 2009; Raghunandan, 2011; Raghunandan, Anderson, &
Saladin, 2009). This last result was particularly interesting because
subsequent reports have shown a systematic interaction between
the spatial frequency composition of the monocular target and
the separation at which the localization errors become signiﬁcant
(Raghunandan, 2011; Raghunandan, Anderson, & Saladin, 2009).
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approximately equivalent to 1 period width of its carrier spatial
frequency (Raghunandan, 2011; Raghunandan, Anderson, &
Saladin, 2009).
The latter observation suggests that the vulnerability of the
monocular target to capture of its visual direction by surrounding
disparate targets may depend signiﬁcantly on the underlying
mechanisms processing the position of the monocular target.
Speciﬁcally, it has been reported that in the case of Vernier align-
ment tasks there occurs a transition in the position encoding
mechanisms from a ﬁrst-order spatial frequency selective mecha-
nism to a feature based (non-linear) mechanism as the vertical
separation between the targets increased (Levi & Waugh, 1996;
Mussap & Levi, 1997; Wang & Levi, 1994; Waugh & Levi, 1995).
Therefore, given the similar behavior displayed by both Vernier
alignment thresholds and capture magnitude with increasing sep-
aration, it raises the possibility that perhaps monocular targets are
more vulnerable to capture when target separation favors process-
ing by a feature-based position mechanism. Indeed, Raghunandan
(2011) have shown that monocular Vernier targets with mis-
matched spatial frequency presented within a random dot depth
stereogram, were signiﬁcantly more vulnerable to capture
compared to matched spatial frequency conditions for the same
vertical separation. However, the author also reported a strong
correlation between the positional uncertainty of the monocular
target and the magnitude of capture. Given that positional uncer-
tainty of a Vernier target increases with vertical separation, it
raises the question whether the vulnerability to capture is due to
a shift in the position-encoding mechanism or simply due to an
increasing dependence on surround visual direction as the relative
alignment Vernier cue becomes unreliable, independent of
whether a shift in localizing mechanism has occurred.
In the present study the authors attempted to investigate the
link between the emergence of binocular capture and the underly-
ing position-encoding mechanism by employing stimuli that have
been shown to selectively tap into linear spatial ﬁlter based posi-
tion mechanisms or non-linear position mechanisms. In the ﬁrst
experiment capture magnitude was measured for increasing verti-
cal separations for a monocular pair of Gabor targets in which the
positional offset was deﬁned either by the carrier or the envelope.
The former stimulus design has been postulated to tap primarily
into linear spatial ﬁlter based mechanisms especially at small sep-
arations (Levi & Waugh, 1996; Mussap & Levi, 1997; Wang & Levi,
1994; Waugh & Levi, 1995), while the latter stimulus design is con-
sistent with the recruitment of non-linear position-based mecha-
nisms (Hess & Holliday, 1992; Kooi, De Valois, & Switkes, 1991;
Toet & Koenderink, 1998). A second experiment was conducted
in which the change in capture magnitude was measured for
increasing vertical separations in a 1 cpd missing fundamental
(MF) grating and a 1 cpd square wave (SQ) grating. This stimulus
design was employed because of the unique characteristic of the
MF grating. The scalloped bars of the MF grating represents a fea-
ture that has the periodicity of the fundamental spatial frequency
(1 cpd), even though it has no Fourier energy at the fundamental
frequency. The authors were interested in quantifying the differ-
ences in capture magnitude between the MF and SQ conditions,
speciﬁcally for separations at which the harmonics of the MF grat-
ing were incapable of mediating positional judgments. These verti-
cal separations were inferred from the results of the ﬁrst
experiment. Based upon the postulations of previous studies
(Georgeson & Shackleton, 1992), it was reasoned that positional
offsets are processed by a non-linear/feature-based mechanism
at these vertical separations.
The results of the ﬁrst experiment showed that capture magni-
tude was indeed larger when position judgments are mediated by
the envelope of the Gabor, however, relative alignment thresholdswere also consistently larger for this condition. The 1 cpd SQ grat-
ing failed to display signiﬁcant capture magnitude with increasing
vertical separation, however, capture magnitude increased with
vertical separation for the MF grating, speciﬁcally for separations
at which its harmonics were incapable of providing a reliable posi-
tion cue. Furthermore, capture magnitude for the MF grating co-
varied with relative alignment thresholds, however, the SQ grating
failed to show any change in capture magnitude for comparable
changes in relative alignment threshold.2. General methods and stimuli
2.1. Stimuli
All stimuli were programmed using Matlab™ and displayed on
a linearized G4 1700 Apple Studio Display CRT monitor at a frame
refresh rate of 124 Hz (period  8.044 ms) using the Psychophysics
Toolbox option (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). The frame refresh rate
was veriﬁed using a photo-detector and Tektronix oscilloscope.
The stimuli were viewed through a front surface mirror haploscope
placed at an optical distance of 138 cm (including the 12 cm opti-
cal path length added by the mirrors). The angular subtense of each
pixel was 1 arcmin at the test distance. Horizontal offsets of the
monocular Gabor targets of less than a single pixel width were
accomplished by sub-pixel resolution (Westheimer & McKee,
1977).
2.1.1. Binocular stimulus
The binocular target comprised two 4.2  3.2 deg rectangular
random dot stereograms (RDS) presented with a depth edge corre-
sponding to 10 arcmin of horizontal relative disparity. Dot size was
1 arcmin at the viewing distance, and was presented as 8-bit gray-
scale dots with a dot density of 60 dots per degree. The vertical
separation between the upper and lower rectangles presented to
each eye was separated by a 4 arcmin wide gray strip (42 cd m2).
The upper rectangle was presented with either crossed or
uncrossed disparity relative to the bottom rectangle which was
always presented with zero relative disparity (with respect to the
surrounding aperture) thereby producing two depth sign condi-
tions viz. Top near and Top far. Relative disparity was produced
by equal horizontal displacement of the random dot array compris-
ing the rectangular aperture of each eye’s half image, i.e. the bor-
ders of the rectangular aperture remained aligned while the
random dot array was horizontally displaced by equal amounts
and in opposite directions to produce the stereogram with crossed
or uncrossed disparity.
2.1.2. Monocular stimulus
2.1.2.1. Experiment 1a and 1b. The monocular stimuli comprised a
pair of vertically separated Gabor targets (Fig. 1A and B) presented
within a 4.2  3.2 deg gray aperture of mean luminance
(42 cd m2). The monocular stimuli (vertically separated Gabors in
one eye andmean-luminance ﬁeld in the other eye) were perceived
as superimposed on the RDS by interleaving successive frames. The
Gabor targets had a horizontal sigma of 30 arcmin and a vertical
extent of 66 arcmin. Gabor targets were windowed horizontally
only. The carrier grating comprised either vertical (Experiment 1a:
CO condition – Fig. 1A) or horizontal (Experiment 1b: EO condition
– Fig. 1B) sinusoidal gratings presented with a peak contrast of 0.5
due to the temporal interleaving of the monocular and binocular
stimuli. The carrier spatial frequencies were 1, 2, 4 and 8 cpd. In
the case of the CO (carrier-only) condition, horizontal offsets
between the top and bottom Gabors were produced by phase shifts
of the top carrier grating relative to the bottom grating. The Gabor
envelope was not displaced. However, in the EO (envelope only)
Fig. 1. (A) Illustration of the stimulus employed in Experiment 1A – CO condition. Relative horizontal misalignments between the top and bottom pair of monocular targets
were created by relative phase shifts of the carrier grating only, while the envelope remained physically aligned. (B) Illustration of the stimulus employed in Experiment 1B –
EO condition. Relative horizontal misalignments between the top and bottom pair of monocular targets were created by shifts of the envelope only. The orientation of the
carrier grating was horizontal and presented with random phase shifts between trials. The random dot stereogram and monocular stimulus were temporally interleaved at
124 Hz. They appear spatially superimposed in this ﬁgure for illustrative purposes only.
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were created by shifting only the envelope of the Gabor. The phase
of the horizontal carrier gratingswas shifted randomly on each trial.
Given that the orientation of the carrier (and its phase shifts) were
orthogonal to the horizontal shift of the envelope, thismade the car-
rier offsets irrelevant to the task. Therefore, subjects were forced to
base judgments of relative horizontal alignment of the monocular
Gabor pair solely on the relative offsets of the Gabor envelope. In
the case of the CO condition, subjects were instructed to report
the misalignment of the ‘‘bars’’ comprising the top carrier grating
relative to the lower grating. In the EO condition, subjects were
instructed to report the misalignment of the entire top grating
‘‘patch’’ relative to the lower grating ‘‘patch’’.
The EO and CO stimuli were constructed as follows:
f ðxÞ ¼ ½sinð2  pi  fcar  xþ øÞ  ½expðx CenvÞ2=ð2  @2Þ
fcar ¼ carrier spatial frequency
ø ¼ phase of carrier grating
Cenv ¼ peak location of Gaussian envelope
@ ¼ sigma of Gaussian envelope
NB : Orientation of carrier was vertical for the CO and
horizontal for the EO conditionFig. 2. Illustrations of the monocular and binocular stimuli used for the 1 cpd square wa
The monocular and binocular RDS stimuli are depicted simultaneously in the ﬁgures fo
refresh rate of 124 Hz.2.1.2.2. Experiment 2. The monocular stimuli comprised a pair of
vertically separated Gabor targets (Fig. 2A and B) with a horizon-
tal sigma of 40 arcmin and a vertical extent of 66 arcmin. The car-
rier comprised a vertical 1 cpd square wave grating (Fig. 2A: SQ
condition) or a vertical 1 cpd missing fundamental grating
(Fig. 2B: MF condition). The gray aperture was viewed by both
eyes; however the monocular stimulus was presented within
the gray aperture viewed by the left eye only. All other stimulus
parameters were identical to those used in Experiment 1. Hori-
zontal offsets between the top and bottom Gabors were produced
by phase shifts of the top carrier grating relative to the bottom
grating. Subjects were instructed to report on the relative mis-
alignment of the bars comprising the top carrier grating relative
to the lower carrier grating.
The square wave grating (F(sq)) was constructed as follows:
FðsqÞ ¼ 4=p
X
n
1=fi  ½sinð2  pi  x  fi  FÞ
( )
F ¼ 1 cpd . . . fundamental frequency
1 6 n 6 20
fi ¼ ðn  2Þ  1
For the MF grating; 2 6 n 6 20ve (SQ) condition (A) and the 1 cpd missing fundamental grating (MF) condition (B).
r purposes of illustration, however; both were temporally interleaved at the frame
Fig. 3. Mean capture magnitude (±1 SEM) for the CO (ﬁlled symbols) and EO
(unﬁlled symbols) conditions are plotted against vertical separation expressed as
period multiples of the carrier grating spatial frequency. Each datum represents the
mean pooled across 4 subjects. Solid and dashed lines represent linear regression
ﬁts to the EO and CO data respectively. The data points labeled as CE represent
mean capture magnitude (±1 SEM) pooled across two subjects.
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monocular Gabors was deﬁned as the angular separation between
the bottom edge of the upper Gabor and the top edge of the lower
Gabor. The following vertical separations were tested for all
conditions (CO, EO, SQ and MF): 8, 30, 60 and 120 arcmin.
2.2. Stimulus presentation
The monocular and binocular RDS stimuli were presented by
temporally interleaving the monocular Vernier stimulus with the
binocular RDS at the frame refresh rate of 124 Hz for a total dura-
tion of 216 ms. At this presentation rate, the monocular and binoc-
ular stimuli were perceived as being spatially superimposed
(Figs. 1 and 2). The peak contrast of the carrier grating was 1, but
the interleaving reduced the effective contrast of the RDS and mon-
ocular stimuli by a factor of two.
2.3. Procedure
Prior to the start of each block subjects adjusted the mirrors and
occluders of the haploscope to optimize fusion of a pair of dichop-
tically viewed rectangular regions (4.2  3.2 deg) of mean lumi-
nance (46 cd m2). A key press immediately extinguished the
dichoptic rectangular regions and presented the interleaved mon-
ocular and binocular stimuli for 216 ms.
The monocular pair comprising the Gabor stimuli (which was
interleaved with the binocular RDS) was presented randomly with
one of 9 horizontal offsets relative to the bottom Gabor (this also
included a zero offset condition). Immediately after this duration,
the gray rectangular regions replaced the test stimulus, awaiting
a key press that recorded the subject’s response of relative align-
ment (top Gabor to the right or left of the bottom). This key-press
also initiated the presentation of the next trial. Vertical separation
and carrier frequency were kept constant within a single block that
comprised 15 repetitions of 9 horizontal offsets for each depth sign
condition (crossed and uncrossed relative horizontal disparity).
The sign of the RDS (top far or top near) was presented randomly
within each block. A completed session comprised at least 5 blocks
of trials for each carrier frequency and vertical separation.
The resulting psychometric functions obtained for each depth
sign condition (crossed and uncrossed relative horizontal dispar-
ity) for each block was ﬁtted with a cumulative normal. The point
of subjective equality (PSE) was taken as a measure of perceived
alignment, and the inverse [i.e., min arc/probit] slope of the ﬁtted
function was taken as the alignment threshold. The difference in
PSE between the crossed and uncrossed depth sign conditions
was taken as a measure of the capture magnitude. For conditions
in which capture occurred, all subjects produced shifts of the PSE
value in the same direction for a given sign of disparity, i.e. the
PSE shifted to the left for uncrossed disparity conditions and to
the right for the crossed disparity conditions, albeit by idiosyn-
cratic magnitudes. The difference was always calculated as the
PSE value for the crossed condition minus the PSE value for the
uncrossed condition. Furthermore, prior to the start of data collec-
tion, all subjects received training on the various experimental
conditions, including a condition in which subjects were required
to discriminate the sign of perceived depth of the stereogram used
in the study. The latter condition was conducted to ensure that
subjects were capable of perceiving the sign of stereoscopic depth
for the experimental conditions conducted in the study.
2.4. Subjects
All subjects (n = 4, except for the CE condition in which n = 2)
were between the ages of 25 and 38 years, with normal or
corrected-to-normal acuities, and intact binocular function(heterophoria less than 6 exophoria or less than 4 esophoria at
4 m and 40 cm), with better than 40 arcsec of local stereoacuity).
All subjects provided signed informed consent for voluntary partic-
ipation in the study. Approval for the use of human subjects was
obtained from the Ferris State University IRB.3. Results
Fig. 3 depicts the results obtained with the CO (ﬁlled symbols)
and EO (unﬁlled symbols) conditions as a function of vertical sep-
aration expressed as equivalent period multiples of the carrier
grating. Across carrier spatial frequencies and vertical separations,
the magnitude of capture within the EO group was signiﬁcantly
larger than capture magnitudes obtained with the CO group (One
way ANOVA, F(1,24) = 27.85, p < 0.001). The CO condition
produced negligible capture magnitudes regardless of carrier fre-
quency and vertical separation (Linear regression slope = 0.1117,
p = 0.6689), whereas with the EO condition capture magnitude
increased with vertical separation (Linear regression
slope = 0.3830, p = 0.0036) particularly when vertical separation
exceeded about 2 period multiples of the carrier grating. As indi-
cated in Fig. 3, this portion of the curve seems to be dominated
by the 8 cpd EO conditions, which produced signiﬁcantly higher
capture magnitudes compared to the 1, 2 and 4 cpd EO conditions
(F(3,15) = 23.6, p = 0.001). Fig. 3 is plotted using log-linear axes
because several of the PSE differences had negative values (specif-
ically for the CO condition); therefore, the linear regression ﬁts
appear non-linear.
An additional condition, referred to as the CE condition, was
conducted which was identical to the CO condition, with the
exception that the horizontal position of the Gabor envelope was
randomly jittered between trials (i.e. every trial comprised a spe-
ciﬁc relative misalignment of the carrier gratings, together with a
random horizontal shift of the envelope). The instructions to sub-
jects in the CE condition was identical to the CO condition in which
subjects (n = 2) reported the perceived relative horizontal align-
ment of the carrier gratings only. Capture magnitude was mea-
sured for the 1 cpd, 2 cpd and 4 cpd carrier grating conditions at
the 8 arcmin vertical separation and for separations that corre-
sponded to 2 period multiples of the carrier grating (120 arcmin
for the 1 cpd grating, 60 arcmin for the 2 cpd grating and 30 arcmin
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Fig. 5. Mean capture magnitude (±1 SEM) is plotted against mean relative
alignment thresholds (±1 SEM) for the CO (ﬁlled symbols) and EO (unﬁlled
symbols) conditions. Solid lines depict linear regression ﬁts to the data. Each datum
represents the mean (±1 SEM) pooled across 4 subjects.
A. Raghunandan, J. Andrus / Vision Research 102 (2014) 11–18 15for the 4 cpd grating). One subject conducted the 16 arcmin sepa-
ration for the 4 cpd grating. Fig. 3 plots the mean (±1 SEM) pooled
across 2 subjects. Each datum in Fig. 3 represents the mean derived
from at least 5 repetitions of each spatial frequency and vertical
separation condition. It is evident from Fig. 3 that mean capture
magnitudes were comparable to those obtained for the CO condi-
tions at vertical separations corresponding to the same period mul-
tiples. There was no signiﬁcant interaction between vertical
separation (expressed in period multiples) and the CE/CO condi-
tions (Two way ANOVA: F(3,11) = 1.011, p = 0.475).
In the case of the CO condition, relative alignment tasks could
not be accomplished for those gratings whose vertical separations
exceeded about 2 period multiples of its carrier frequency (Fig. 4).
In these cases, as vertical separation approached 2 period multiples
of the carrier frequency, the alignment thresholds approached 1/4
phase shift of the carrier gratings, which increased relative align-
ment ambiguity due to the repetitive grating pattern. As expected,
this ambiguity did not inﬂuence the EO task as the positional judg-
ments were constrained by the envelope offset. In this condition,
relative alignment thresholds were independent of vertical separa-
tion for small separations, and increased in proportion with verti-
cal separation for separations greater than about 2 period
multiples of the carrier gratings. Also note that thresholds for the
CE condition varied similar to the CO condition with increasing
vertical separation.
The interesting observation in this result is that relative align-
ment threshold exhibited a similar dependency on vertical separa-
tion as capture magnitude for the EO condition only; however, this
interaction was not evident with the CO condition (and the CE con-
dition). This result is evident in Fig. 5 which plots the magnitude of
capture as a function of the relative alignment threshold for the
respective CO and EO conditions. A 4-fold change in alignment
threshold in the EO condition produced approximately a 4-fold
increase in capture magnitude (Linear regression slope = 1.236,
SE = 0.197, 95%CI = 0.42, p < 0.0001). However, a similar change
in alignment threshold with the CO task, failed to produce signiﬁ-
cant changes in capture magnitude ((Linear regression slope = 0.22,
SE = 0.142, 95%CI = 0.33, p = 0.1628).
Therefore, it seems that monocular targets are more susceptible
to capture by the surround when position judgments are con-
strained to envelope information compared to conditions in whichVercal Separaon (Period Mulples)
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Fig. 4. Mean relative alignment threshold (±1 SEM) for the CO (ﬁlled symbols) and
EO (unﬁlled symbols) conditions are plotted against vertical separation expressed
as period multiples of the carrier grating spatial frequency. Each datum represents
the mean pooled across 4 subjects. Solid and dashed lines represent linear
regression ﬁts to the EO and CO data respectively. The data points labeled as CE
represent mean capture magnitude (±1 SEM) pooled across two subjects.carrier information is used. Furthermore, under these conditions,
capture magnitude increased approximately in proportion with
positional uncertainty, a trend that is not apparent when carrier
gratings are used as positional information. The previous state-
ment alludes to a difference in susceptibility to capture depending
on the position-encoding strategy/mechanism that is employed.
However, its interaction with threshold is not entirely decoupled
as EO alignment thresholds were signiﬁcantly higher than CO
thresholds even for the smallest vertical separations employed.
In an attempt to tease apart the role of positional uncertainty
and the role of position-encoding strategy, capture magnitudes
were measured for a 1 cpd square wave (SQ) and missing funda-
mental (MF) grating stimuli. In the case of the MF grating, it com-
prises feature elements that vary with a periodicity equivalent to
the fundamental frequency of the 1 cpd SQ grating, even though
the MF grating has no Fourier energy at the fundamental fre-
quency. Previous studies have used this unique feature of MF grat-
ings to investigate the properties of feature-based motion
mechanisms (Georgeson & Shackleton, 1992). We extended this
application to the context of the current study. The lowest spatial
frequency component comprising the MF grating is 3 cpd. Further-
more, based on the results of experiment 1, this grating will cease
to provide a robust position signal for separations exceeding about
2 period multiples, i.e., 40 arcmin. This critical separation may be
lower because the contrast of the harmonics decreases by the reci-
procal of its frequency. Hence, for separations exceeding about
40 arcmin, it is unlikely that position information is derived by
the spatial ﬁlter position mechanism, rather position signals must
be derived by feature-deﬁned position mechanisms.
Fig. 6 plots the mean capture magnitude (±1 SEM) for the SQ
and MF conditions as a function of vertical separation. Each datum
represents the mean pooled across 4 subjects.
Capture magnitudes for both MF and SQ conditions are fairly
equivalent up to a vertical separation of 30 arcmin. However, for
larger vertical separations, MF capture magnitudes are signiﬁ-
cantly larger than those of the SQ conditions. It is evident that
the SQ grating failed to display signiﬁcant capture regardless of
the vertical separation (One way ANOVA, F(3,68) = 2.681,
p = 0.054). However, the MF grating displayed much greater vul-
nerability to capture with increasing vertical separation (One
way ANOVA, F(3,69) = 9.056, p < 0.001), speciﬁcally for vertical
separations exceeding 30 arcmin, corresponding to 0.5 period mul-
tiples of the 1 cpd SQ grating and 1.5 period multiples of the MF
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and missing fundamental grating (MF) conditions are plotted as a function of
vertical separation. Each datum represents the mean pooled across 4 subjects.
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function of its respective mean relative alignment threshold (±1
SEM) for each of 4 subjects for the SQ and MF conditions. Solid
and dashed lines represent linear regression ﬁts to the data. It is
noteworthy to point out that the data plotted in Fig. 7 is the same
as that plotted in Fig. 6; however, Fig. 6 represents the mean
pooled across all 4 subjects.
It is evident that an approximate 6-fold increase in alignment
threshold for the SQ condition produced a negligible change in cap-
ture magnitude (Regression slope = 0.0915, SE = 0.0653,
95CI = 0.14, p = 0.1869), whereas, a similar change in alignment
threshold for the MF condition produced approximately a 6-fold
increase in capture magnitude (Regression slope = 0.7161,
SE = 0.1495, 95CI = 0.32, p = 0.0004). Therefore its seems that for
separations greater than 30 arcmin, the MF grating was signiﬁ-
cantly more vulnerable to capture of its visual direction by the
surround than the SQ grating. Furthermore, the vulnerability to
capture co-varied with positional uncertainty only when itsThreshold (arcmin)
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Fig. 7. Mean capture magnitude (±1 SEM) for the 1 cpd square wave grating (SQ –
unﬁlled circles) and missing fundamental grating (MF – ﬁlled circles) conditions are
plotted against their respective relative alignment threshold (±1 SEM). The ﬁgure
presents a combined plot of data from each of 4 subjects. The solid line represents a
linear regression ﬁt to the MF data only, and the dashed line represents a linear
regression ﬁt to the SQ data. Mean EO data (unﬁlled diamonds) depicted in Fig. 5 are
re-plotted for comparison with the MF data.features provided the positional cue and not when spatial fre-
quency components of the carrier grating provided the positional
cue.
The data for the EO condition (unﬁlled diamonds) are re-plotted
from Fig. 5 for comparison with the MF data. A cursory assessment
of Fig. 7 suggests that capture magnitude seems to vary similarly
for both conditions (MF and EO) especially over the range of align-
ment thresholds shared by both conditions. Indeed, both condi-
tions were well described by a single linear function (Regression
slope = 0.9238, SE = 0.0849, p < 0.0001, regression line not shown
in Fig. 7) relating capture magnitude and relative alignment
threshold.4. Discussion
Current theories on relative position encoding mechanisms
have advocated the operation of at least two parallel yet distinct
mechanisms depending to a large extent on the separation
between targets. At small separations, discrimination of relative
offset is dependent on the relative activation of oriented spatial ﬁl-
ters tuned to different spatial frequencies. As such these mecha-
nisms are sensitive to the spatial frequency composition of
targets (Whitaker & MacVeigh, 1991; Whitaker, 1993) and their
contrast polarities (Levi &Waugh, 1996). At large separations some
have advocated the operation of local sign based or non-linear col-
lator mechanisms which are insensitive to the spatial frequency
components (Burbeck, 1987; Hess & Holliday, 1992; Kooi, De
Valois, & Switkes, 1991; Toet & Koenderink, 1998; Whitaker
et al., 2002) and contrast polarity of targets (Levi & Waugh,
1996). These two putative position-encoding mechanisms are pro-
posed to operate in parallel, and the transition from one mecha-
nism to the next depends on which of the two mechanisms
provides a more reliable position signal.
The spatial ﬁlter models predict that for small separations high
spatial frequency tuned mechanism determines localization
thresholds, and as vertical separation increases, progressively
lower spatial frequency tuned mechanisms are recruited which
then determine relative alignment threshold. The transition from
one spatial ﬁlter size to the next most sensitive spatial ﬁlter size
seems to correspond approximately to 1–2 spatial period widths
of vertical separation (Whitaker et al., 2002). This separation is also
consistent with the aspect ratio of linear spatial ﬁlters proposed by
Wilson (1986). These ﬁndings suggest that supra-threshold spatial
frequency components in a stimulus mediate relative position per-
formance especially when separations are within the extent of lin-
ear spatial ﬁlters. The results of Fig. 4 for the CO condition are
consistent with this behavior. In the case of the CO condition,
alignment thresholds increased proportionally with vertical sepa-
ration for all spatial frequencies up to a maximum vertical separa-
tion that depended on the carrier spatial frequency. Alignment
thresholds could be reliably measured for vertical separations up
to 120 arcmin for the 1 cpd grating (the maximum separation
employed in the study), 60 arcmin for the 2 cpd grating, and
30 arcmin for the 4 cpd grating. When vertical separation is plotted
in terms of their spatial period multiples (Fig. 4), it becomes evi-
dent that the carrier ceases to provide a reliable positional signal
beyond 2 spatial periods of vertical separation. While this is true
for the 1, 2 and 4 cpd gratings, none of the subjects were capable
of performing the task for the 8 cpd grating presented at a vertical
separation of 8 arcmin, which corresponds to approximately 1 per-
iod multiple. We speculate that the 8 cpd grating had a much lower
effective contrast than the other lower spatial frequency gratings.
It is conceivable that this may have elevated its thresholds beyond
a 1/4 phase shift limit, thereby making relative phase judgments
highly ambiguous. Even though contrast detection thresholds for
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vious study employing similar stimuli (albeit with a narrower
Gaussian sigma) that the 8 cpd grating had a much lower effective
contrast than lower spatial frequency gratings even though physi-
cal contrasts were equivalent (Raghunandan, 2011).
Previous studies (Hess & Holliday, 1992; Kooi, De Valois, &
Switkes, 1991; Toet & Koenderink, 1998) that have employed
Gabor stimuli, have shown that alignment threshold is indepen-
dent of spatial frequency and orientation at large vertical separa-
tions, especially if vertical separation is greater than 2 period
multiples of the carrier grating. Whitaker et al. (2002) extended
these ﬁndings to smaller separations when Gabor offsets were
deﬁned by displacing the envelope only and not the carrier grat-
ings. In these reports, relative alignment thresholds were depen-
dent on the spatial extent of the envelope and not the carrier
grating suggesting that the envelope becomes the dominant deter-
minant of alignment thresholds, especially at large vertical separa-
tions. These results allude to the operation of a non-linear/feature-
based position mechanism in such positional tasks. In the context
of the present study, these reports are consistent with the behavior
of alignment threshold data exhibited by the EO condition with
increasing vertical separation (Fig. 4) in which alignment thresh-
olds were relatively independent of carrier grating frequency,
especially for smaller vertical separations and exhibited an
increase in thresholds for larger vertical separations.
In this study the authors were particularly interested in the dif-
ferences in capture magnitude measured for these two stimulus
conditions. Fig. 3 provides convincing evidence that when position
offsets are deﬁned by the envelope (EO condition) capture magni-
tudes are signiﬁcantly larger across all vertical separations. Such a
trend was not evident for those conditions in which position off-
sets were deﬁned by the phase of carrier gratings (CO). In isolation,
this result suggest that perhaps a target becomes more vulnerable
to capture by the disparate surround texture when its positional
processing is mediated by non-linear/feature based mechanisms,
and less so if positional judgments are mediated by the spatial ﬁl-
ter based mechanism. However, the results of Fig. 5 suggest that
perhaps the alignment threshold is the relevant covariate in both
conditions. Capture magnitude varied proportionally with capture
magnitude for the EO condition, but not in the case of the CO con-
dition. This observation also suggests that perhaps the vulnerabil-
ity of targets to binocular capture varies inversely with the
strength of the relative Vernier cue as both alignment thresholds
and capture magnitude were consistently larger for the EO condi-
tion compared to the CO condition.
However, a competing hypothesis for the lack of the capture
magnitude observed in the CO condition, is that the two monocular
Gabor envelopes were aligned physically and it could serve as a cue
for Vernier offset speciﬁcally in the CO condition. Hence, the differ-
ence of this cue could yield a difference in magnitude of depth cap-
ture between the two conditions (EO and CO). In an attempt to
address this concern, a CE condition was conducted in which the
horizontal position of the Gabor envelope was randomly jittered
in each trial. Fig. 3 shows quite clearly that even when the posi-
tional cue of the Gabor envelope is removed (or weakened signiﬁ-
cantly), capture magnitude remained negligible across vertical
separation.
Experiment 2 was conducted in an attempt to tease apart the
contributions of position-encoding mechanism and position uncer-
tainty in the generation of binocular capture. The unique feature of
MF gratings is that the MF grating pattern comprises feature ele-
ments that vary with a periodicity equivalent to the fundamental
frequency, even though the grating has no Fourier energy at the
fundamental frequency. Based on the results of Experiment 1, at
separations >40 arcmin; it is unlikely that the 3 cpd component
of the MF grating provided a strong position cue, because theseseparations are equivalent to period multiples that exceed 2 and
become equivalent to 6 period multiples at 120 arcmin. Therefore,
relative alignment judgments at vertical separations >30 arcmin,
could not have been based on the output of the spatial ﬁlter mech-
anisms proposed for mediating positional judgments for separa-
tions corresponding to less than 1–2 spatial period multiples of
the carrier grating. We speculate that relative localization judg-
ments at these separations must be mediated by a feature-based/
non-linear mechanism. However, in the case of the 1 cpd SQ grat-
ing condition, the fundamental frequency is capable of providing a
robust position cue even for vertical separations to about 120 arc-
min (equivalent to 2 period multiples of the fundamental fre-
quency). The results depicted in Fig. 6 show clearly, that for
separations in excess of 40 arcmin, capture magnitudes for the
MF grating were signiﬁcantly larger than those derived for the
SQ grating for comparable vertical separations. Furthermore, in
the case of the 1 cpd square wave grating (SQ), increasing vertical
separation resulted in an approximate 4-fold increase in alignment
threshold but no signiﬁcant capture. However, a change in align-
ment threshold over the same range produced signiﬁcant capture
magnitudes in the MF grating stimulus (Fig. 7).
Are the results supportive of two distinct mechanisms or just differ-
ent behavior from a single mechanism?
It is conceivable that parallel linear and non-linear processing of
the Gabor stimulus produces two neural signals, one determined
by the spatial frequency of the carrier and one at the Gaussian
envelope of the stimulus, respectively, and it is the stimulus con-
ﬁguration that determines which of these two mechanisms pro-
vides the more robust relative position signal. Unfortunately, the
current study is unable to provide an unequivocal answer to the
question of whether these two candidate mechanisms represent
different behavior of a single mechanism or require the recruit-
ment of independent mechanisms. Arguments in favor of a single
position mechanism or the existence of separate position mecha-
nisms have been presented elsewhere (Levi & Waugh, 1996;
Mussap & Levi, 1997; Wang & Levi, 1994; Waugh & Levi, 1995;
Whitaker et al., 2002). Notwithstanding the above, the present
study does provide very convincing evidence that when positional
processing favors the recruitment of a non-linear position mecha-
nism (as in the EO and MF conditions), then the perceived monoc-
ular visual direction of monocular targets become increasingly
vulnerable to capture by the visual direction of surround disparate
targets. Additionally, the vulnerability of the monocular target to
capture by the surround co-varies signiﬁcantly with the positional
uncertainty of the monocular target. Furthermore, the results of
the current study fortify those of previous reports in which oppo-
site contrast polarity targets, and mis-matched spatial frequency
Vernier ribbon targets all show an increased vulnerability to cap-
ture by a disparate surround (Raghunandan, 2011). Therefore,
these results taken cumulatively add impetus to the argument that
capture is a phenomenological experience associated with non-lin-
ear position mechanisms and less with linear spatial-ﬁlter based
position mechanisms.
On a related note, it has been reported that carrier phase offsets
can bias the perceived position and alignment of the Gabor enve-
lope (Whitaker et al., 2004), especially at small separations. This
effect appears to be especially relevant to the EO condition. How-
ever, the reported bias is expected to have minimal effect on the
perceived alignment of the Gabor targets employed in the EO con-
dition because the carrier orientation (and its random phase shifts)
were orthogonal to the offset of the Gabor envelope displacement.
It is highly unlikely that vertical phase shifts of the carrier grating
(as in the EO condition) could exert bias on the perceived horizon-
tal alignment of the envelope. Furthermore, vertical phase shifts of
the carrier were randomly distributed within and across trails for
all horizontal offsets of the envelope in the EO condition. As such,
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perceived horizontal alignment of the envelope.
How does the present results relate to broad band targets?
The results of Levi and co-workers (Levi & Waugh, 1996;
Mussap & Levi, 1997; Wang & Levi, 1994; Waugh & Levi, 1995)
and Whitaker et al. (2002) suggest that the two putative posi-
tion-encoding mechanisms proposed to mediate relative align-
ment tasks operate in parallel. At small separations, the spatial
frequency components of the broad band target determine perfor-
mance via the spatial ﬁlter mechanism, and as vertical separation
is increased, it is conceivable that the position signal provided by
the envelope of the target features becomes progressively more
reliable than the signal provided by the lower spatial frequency
mechanisms at increasing vertical separation. At these separations,
the envelope becomes the dominant determinant of performance.
Reports by Levi and Waugh (1996) and O’Shea and Mitchell
(1990) using opposite contrast polarity broad-band targets suggest
that the transition in position-encoding mechanisms may occur at
vertical separations between 10 and 20 arcmin for the stimuli
employed in their studies. Indeed, most reports of binocular cap-
ture using Vernier (Hariharan-Vilupuru & Bedell, 2009) or Nonius
lines (Shimono et al., 2005) report robust capture effects for verti-
cal separations in excess of approximately 0.8 deg. These separa-
tions are well within the range postulated to invoke non-linear/
feature-based position mechanisms for broad-band targets. There-
fore, these observations taken cumulatively, are consistent with
the suggestion that even in the case of broad band targets, capture
seems to be most evident for vertical separations postulated to
invoke non-linear positional processing mechanisms.
In summary, the results of the present study provides further
evidence that when target features favor the recruitment of non-
linear/feature-based position encoding mechanisms, these targets
become more susceptible to capture than stimuli processed by
the ﬁrst-order spatial ﬁlter mechanism. The authors speculate that
the increase in capture magnitude reported with increasing
vertical separation is intimately related to the transition from a
‘‘capture-immune’’ ﬁrst-order spatial ﬁlter mechanism to a
‘‘capture-vulnerable’’ non-linear/feature-based position encoding
mechanism. Furthermore, when position processing is consistent
with the operation of a non-linear/feature-based mechanism, then
the susceptibility of monocular targets to capture by the cyclopean
surround varies approximately proportionally with positional
uncertainty.
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